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Charlie could see that in Claire’s heart, she still treated Michaela as a friend.

Only, on the basis of the huge gap between the social status of the two, So that her own heart is
also a little beaten back.

In this regard, Charlie understood very well in his heart.

Moreover, for him, he did not really want his wife to get too close to Michaela.

On the one hand, Michaela already knows his identity.

If the two of them get too close, it is likely to reveal his identity clues.

On the other hand, Michaela is too smart, in contrast, Claire in front of her, Is like a schoolboy
facing a graduate student, one is too smart, one is too naive, Such two people if they really
become friends, Both sides in order to compromise with each other must be very tired.

So, the two people just keeping the current state, in Charlie’s opinion, are the best.

So, he digressed and asked Claire,“Honey, what time is the closing ceremony starting in the
evening?”

Claire said, “The ceremony is from 5:00 to 5:30 pm to start signing in, And it officially starts at
6:00 pm.”

Charlie nodded and said, “Then let’s collect our luggage in the afternoon, And we can drive to
New York in the morning.”

“Yes!” Claire happily agreed and said with some joy, “I’ve been out for so long, I’m really
homesick!”

“Dad finished his exchange a few days ago and went back from Korea, So I don’t know how
he’s doing at home alone these days, He can’t cook either, so eating alone is a problem.”

Charlie laughed: “Eating is a small matter, these days there is cell phone, Where one can not be
hungry, and Mom is not at home, Dad you may not know how happy he is living alone, So he
may also look forward to us going back later, For middle-aged married men can live alone at
home for a few days, It is more comfortable than being the President of the United States for a
few days.”

Claire could not help but sigh: “You see when we first came to the United States, Dad also went
to Korea for exchange, mom was alone at home, According to what you just said, she must



have been very comfortable at home alone, But she still missed us, so she came all the way to
the United States to see us.”

Charlie was a bit dumbfounded and thought to himself,“She has us in her heart? Good wife, you
do not know your own mother well enough, The reason why your mother came to the United
States, The reality is, in order to let her come to accompany you, I designed a small scheme,
Let her spend all the money, but where she has a hundred thousand or two hundred thousand in
her hand, Fix a golden chair to invite her, she would not come to the United States.”
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However, naturally, Charlie could not tell the truth,So he said with a smile, “You are right, wife,
mom is more sentimental.”

Claire laughed and said, “We will leave tomorrow morning. We will be home in ten hours or so,
By then Dad's good days are over and I am  to come to an end.”

While Claire was packing her luggage, Charlie went to the terrace of the presidential suite and
made a phone call to Mrs. Lewis in Canada.

Just after the phone was connected, Mrs. Lewis called out respectfully on the other end of the
line, “Young master!”

Charlie wanted to persuade Mrs. Lewis not to address him like that But after thinking about it, he
finally gave up the idea.

He knew that even if he asked Mrs. Lewis not to call him Young Master,

It would not change the fact that in Mrs. Lewis’s heart, He was the young master of the Wade
family.

Plus, she always felt that it was the Wade family that saved her life and arranged for her to retire
in Canada And in her mind she felt that she was a servant of the Wade family.

In front of people who did not know Charlie’s identity, She would call him by his name against
her heart But when there were no outsiders, she wanted to call him young master from the
bottom of her heart.

So, Charlie also stopped pointing out this matter But said with a smile, “Mrs. Lewis, Claire’s
course here has ended today, We plan to return to Aurous Hill tomorrow, you and Lisa, Along
with Claudia should simply prepare, come to New York tomorrow to meet up with us.”



When Mrs. Lewis Heard this, she couldn’t help but say happily,“That’s great Young Master, all
this time, Lisa has been talking to me about returning to Aurous Hill, And I’ve been thinking
about the large orphanage you mentioned, and I’ve been longing to return.”

Charlie laughed, “That’s great, I was afraid you wouldn’t be able to leave the Canadian
environment.”

Mrs. Lewis said very seriously: “Young master, to be honest, When people get older, nowhere is
as good as home. Not to mention that I can still shine for those children after I go back, so I
can’t wait.”

“That’s good.” Charlie also breathed a sigh of relief and asked ,"By the way Mrs. Lewis, how are
Lisa and Claudia doing lately?”

Mrs. Lewisreturned: “They both still go to the supermarket every day to work,”

“After the last incident, the two had a better relationship, like sisters.”

Charlie asked, “Regarding the matter of going to Aurous Hill,”

“Did Claudia show reluctance or have any worries before?”

Mrs. Lewis Thought about it and said, “Since you left, Claudia seems to be more optimistic and
cheerful, And she is still looking forward to going to Aurous Hill to start a new life."
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Saying that Mrs. Lewis added: “However, the only thing she may not be able to rest assured, Is
the mausoleum of her parents and brother, Lisa promised her that in the future, Every year
during the summer vacation, she will accompany her back to pay respect to her parents And
she has nothing to worry about anymore.”

“That’s great.” Hearing this, Charlie also slightly put down his heart.

Although he did not have much contact with Claudia But this girl’s experience really made him
very sympathetic Especially the family died at the hands of relatives And eighteen-year-old her,
but bear the humiliation, a fake scar on the face to show people With this mind and patience,
the ordinary eighteen-year-old girl could not just cope.

It is a good thing that she helped Claudia to kill her enemy, Otherwise, it would be difficult for
this girl to live a normal life.



If she hadn’t discovered that they were plotting against Lisa and alerted him, He wouldn’t have
been able to save Lisa, let alone help her complete her revenge.

While feeling emotional, Charlie smiled and said to Mrs. Lewis, “Mrs. Lewis, after going back
this time, the house and the supermarket face in Canada can also continue to keep,”

“In the future, if you are really tired and want to retire, you can also come back to Canada;”

“In addition, I have arranged for Richard Chen to prepare a decent villa for you, Lisa, and
Claudia in Aurous Hill,”

“So you can keep this villa for your retirement in Aurous Hill,”

“And if Lisa and Claudia get married in the future, it will be the maiden home of the two girls.”

Mrs. Lewis hurriedly said, “No, young master,”

“You and the Wade family have already given me too many favors,”

“How can I still want your villa, you just need to leave a room for us in the orphanage ……”

Charlie said seriously: “Mrs. Lewis, the time has changed,”

“Today’s Charlie is no longer the same Charlie who works three jobs every day,”

“And earns money for books and milk powder for his siblings in the orphanage.”

“If you discount it, it’s not as good as a box of lunch money when I work part-time, so you don’t
have to push it.”

He continued: “You have taken care of me for so many years,”

“You are my benefactor, and now you have to return to work for me in Aurous Hill,”

“If I don’t give you a proper settlement in Aurous Hill, others will also have words for me.”

Mrs. Lewissighed and said from the bottom of her heart,

“Young master, in fact, for so many years,”

“I just did my own share of work, never dare to take the word benefactor ……”

Charlie firmly said, “Mrs. Lewis, in my heart, you are my benefactor.”



Saying that he does not want to continue to dwell too much on this issue,

So he digressed and said, “Okay Auntie, you let Lisa and Claudia start packing,”

“Whatever you need or want to bring, feel free to bring,”

“I have arranged for Don Albert to fly to Vancouver early tomorrow morning,”

“Let him bring someone to pick you up from home.”

Mrs. Lewissaid, “Young master, no need to take so much trouble,”

“The three of us can just go to the airport by ourselves.”
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Charlie insisted: “Auntie, the journey and other things, all matters Don Albert will take care of,”

“You do not have to worry about anything, we will meet directly at the airport in New York
tomorrow,”

“You and the girls will take the plane and we will return to Aurous Hill together,”

“When the plane lands in New York, we will board the plane to meet you,”

“You do not have to get off the plane to toss the connecting flight.”

Hearing Charlie’s firm tone, Mrs. Lewishad to agree and respectfully said,

“Then it will be hard for you to arrange it, Young Master.”

“It’s not hard work.” Charlie smiled faintly and spoke,

“Mrs. Lewis, then let’s see you tomorrow!”

……

Five o’clock in the afternoon.

Charlie, who had changed into a suit, and Claire, who was wearing a long white evening dress,

Arrived at the Rhode Island School of Design together.



This is the summer vacation time for American college students So on the large campus, can
not see young students But there are many faculty and staff shuttles And there are even many
media reporters in the field of design of well-known designers.

The Rhode Island School of Design attaches great importance to the master class every year,

So the school’s auditorium was especially used to hold the closing ceremony for the master
class.

When Charlie and Claire arrived at the auditorium, the auditorium was already full of people.

Many designers who attended the master class had invited their friends and relatives,

And even their bosses, mentors, and partners in the design field to support the closing
ceremony today.

The closing ceremony is actually an opportunity for industry elites,

To show their status and make friends with powerful people in the industry.

In contrast, Claire, who is only accompanied by her husband,

And has little background in the industry, and looks a bit out of place here.

When signing in, Claire found an inconspicuous corner on the large sign-in board and wrote
down her name.

Just handed the signing pen to the etiquette lady,

Next to an oriental-faced woman who came in stride,

She wrote a huge string of signatures next to Claire’s signature: Emily Wang.

Emily Wang, it seems that it should be Chinese.

The only, that made Charlie a little upset was that she signed her name extra large when she
signed,

And that last letter G also threw an exaggerated arc, even drawing a bit on Claire’s already
signed name.

Claire saw her signature being drawn on by the other party,

Slightly stunned, but did not say anything, while Emily Wang, at this time,



Looked at Claire with a surprised face and said with a smile, “Hey Claire, I just did not see you,
when did you come?”

Claire smiled and said politely, “I just arrived.”

Emily nodded and said with a smile,“I have become a senior partner of AECOM Construction
Company,”

“And our boss is also here today, I will introduce you to him later,”

“You can have a good chat with him, maybe you will have a chance to join AECOM too!”

Claire smiled faintly and said, “Thank you, Emily,”

“But I don’t plan to find a job, I’m thinking of returning to China after finishing school.”

Emily said with a serious face: “Going back to continue to run your small decoration company?”

“To be a designer is to join the world’s best design companies,”

“Become a senior partner, and then take the Fortune 500 companies,”

“Even the Olympic Games, and World Cup full project design, this is the meaning of our master
class!”

Saying that she saw a few people walking not far away,

And said in a rush of surprise, “My boss is here! Let me introduce you to him!”
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Claire did not intend to exchange too many pleasantries with Emily So she hurriedly said to her,
“Emily, I’m not very good at socializing, so I won’t bother your boss.”

Saying that she then said to Charlie,“Husband, why don’t we go in first.”

When Emily heard Claire call Charlie her husband,She looked at Charlie with a surprised face
and asked,“You’re Claire’s husband, huh?”

Charlie nodded slightly: “Yes, I am.”



Emily looked Charlie up and down twice and laughed:“Claire said you specialize in reading feng
shui for people, Do people still believe in such deceitful things?”

Charlie frowned slightly and spoke,“Many things are believed or not believed, just like religious
gods, No one has ever seen a God, but it doesn’t stop believers from believing in his existence.”

Emily laughed: “God and feng shui is not the same thing, God is faith, in other words, it is a
crystallization of wisdom, As for feng shui, it is just some charlatans to woo the feudal
superstition.”

Charlie waved his hand and laughed lightly, “The real theory of feng shui is from the eight
trigrams of the I Ching, And the I Ching was written in the Western Zhou Dynasty, more than
three thousand years ago, Its history is longer than the world’s three major religions, So the next
time Miss Wang you review a matter, It is best to figure it out before you speak, lest you make a
fool of yourself.”

Emily did not expect that Charlie opened a mockery of herself,Her face was a little
embarrassed, but, what Charlie said about the I Ching,

She had only heard of it, but never understood it in depth,So she did not know how to refute it
after being mocked by him like this.

So she simply shrugged her shoulders and coldly hummed, asking him,“You know so much,
why don’t you show me the feng shui here, And also let me personally experience whether the
feng shui secret art you say is reliable or not.”

Charlie did not want to pay attention to her,

But after looking her up and down, he could not help but laugh,“This look does not matter, Miss
Wang’s career luck seems to have a big problem.”

“Career luck?” Emily was slightly stunned, and then smiled and said,

“You said my career luck has gone very wrong?”

“Right,” Charlie said with certainty:

“There is indeed a big problem if I’m not wrong, Your career will soon suffer an extinguishing
blow, And all the roots you have worked so hard for before, may all go up in smoke.”
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Emily laughed shamefully: “What are you kidding me,bIf you say I may have other problems, I
might still believe you a thousand percent, But you are saying my career will suffer a blow, this is
simply a joke!”

Emily said with an arrogant face: “AECOM, AECOM, you may not know much about this
company,”

“This is the world’s top design group, among the listed companies, with a market value of more
than 10 billion dollars!”

“There are only a few dozen people in the world who can be a senior partner in such a
company,bAnd I happen to be one of these few dozen people, and I’m the youngest one among
the few dozen!”

“Moreover, to become a senior partner, the annual income before tax is more than five million
dollars, And the top partners can even achieve a year of more than a hundred million dollars!”

Speaking of this, she looked at Charlie with a sneer on her face and laughed shamefully,“I just
became a senior partner today, and my future is bright, So who are you to say that my career is
going to suffer a crushing blow? Is it just based on my face? What a joke!”

Charlie was disliked by her though he was angry, staying very patient he said: “You are indeed
red today, there is a great joy, but your brow hostility is too heavy, Which proves that you are not
good-natured, plus your eyes are large, But slightly prominent, eyes do not hide nature, from
this can be seen, You are narrow-minded, have a hidden evil in the heart, and your lips are very
thin,bYou talk sharp-eyed mouth, this is Typical thin lips tip, Proving that you are usually
sarcastic, good at causing trouble, Which are easy to get into trouble with?”

Emily sneered, “Yo, you feng shui reader, you start to engage in personal attacks now?”

“What’s wrong with my big eyes and thin lips?”

“This is easy to cause trouble? Then why don’t you say I’m pretty and tall and have a good
figure?”

Charlie laughed: “I was just going to say, your eyes up, mouth shape down,”

“Lying silkworms containing mole, this is the standard charming phase,”

“Saying you were born charming bones is not too much,”

“And you have a great joy of the momentum,”

“And your natural charming bones have a necessary connection,”



“To put it bluntly a day, you can have career luck, your looks and body have helped a lot.”

Emily heard this, suddenly became a little less natural, stammered, and said:

“You …… you do not bullsh!t here I tell you,”

“I can be here today, it is a step-by-step struggle! Never rely on looks and body.”

Charlie bristled: “From the face, every rise in your life, is inseparable from the body,”

“But this kind of thing you listen to, accurate or not, you have a number in your heart on the
line.”

Emily immediately angrily sneered: “I say you do not go for a personal attack,”

“Believe it or not I can have a lawyer sue you?”

After saying that, she herself snorted coldly and said with contempt,“Besides, what’s the use of
you talking a bunch of nonsense here?”

“I am lucky today, a step to the sky, where is the extinguishing blow you said?”
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Charlie was about to speak, a middle-aged male came to the front, Smiling said to Emily, “Emily,
what friend you are chatting with so opportunistically.”

Emily looked at the middle-aged man and said with a smile,“Chairman, you’ve come over so
early!”

The middle-aged man laughed and said,“I definitely had to come over early to support your
closing ceremony.”

Saying that he looked at Claire with interest and asked her, “Emily, you still haven’t introduced
me to this beauty?”

Emily hurriedly said, “Chairman, this is the master class classmate I often told you about, Claire
Willson.”

After saying that, she hurriedly said to Claire again, “Claire, this is our boss, Matthew Peterson.”

Claire just nodded to Matthew and did not say anything.



Matthew, however, seemed to be somewhat amazed by Claire, And hurriedly took out a
business card, handed it to her, and said seriously, “Ms. Willson, we are actively absorbing
some young blood recently, And a young and talented designer like you is the most urgent
partner at present.”

“I can give you partner status with an annual salary starting from at least one million dollars!”

Claire shook her head and said lightly,“Sorry Mr. Peterson, I have my own company, which is
small, But in my opinion, it is much more comfortable than going to work for any company.”

Matthew Peterson’s expression was a little disappointed,But he quickly adjusted again and said
with a smile, “Never mind, we are also looking for some potential start-up design companies
around the world at the same time, If Ms. Willson wants to cooperate with us or take our
investment, we can have an in-depth chat.”

Charlie could see that this Matthew Peterson was not harboring good intentions, So he said
lightly, “Sorry, my wife doesn’t need investment from anyone but me.”

Matthew frowned at Charlie and opened his mouth to ask Emily,

“This gentleman is?”

Emily hurriedly smiled and explained,
“Boss, this is Claire’s husband, he is a very powerful feng shui master,”

“He just read my face and said that my business will suffer an extinction blow,”

“It happens that you are my boss, please help me to confirm,”

“Whether my business is going to soar upward or fall downward today.”

Charlie smiled and said seriously, “I just said that you do have great joy today,”

“Although you have a bad face, after all, you were born with charming bones,”

“As long as there is a man with strong enough ability to be attracted to your charming bones,”

“His ability will be able to help you to suppress the defects in your face.”

Matthew laughed and said, “Of course, it’s upward soaring!”



After that, he looked at Charlie and said with a smile,“Sir, today Emily was promoted to senior
partner,bHer salary has doubled several times, moreover, I am her boss, when I say let her go
up, She will definitely go up, I wonder how you judge that her career will meet its end?”
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Charlie looked at Matthew and said indifferently,“You should not think that you can sway her
future because you are the boss, Feng shui is here, it is the most impossible to be wrong,”

“Maybe the one who really gives her the doomsday is you.”

“Joke.” Matthew Peterson sneered and said,
“I’ve lived for over forty years, the first time I’ve seen you such an arrogant young man,”

“Do you know how much I value Emily?”

“Even if the sky were to fall, there is no way I would give her any extinction.”

Charlie ignored him, just look at Emily, and said with a smile:

“I just said, you do have good luck today,”

“But your fault is that you should not wear this outfit,”

‘This outfit in addition to black is white,”

“Just with your red face to form a strong contrast, which in feng shui, then has formed a brake!”

Charlie paused, and said: “You know when people are happy,”

“The most taboo is to wear like this. Black and white is only worn at the funeral and it will not
offend,”

“Any other time will form a feng shui brake, even if the bride gets married,”

“Only dare to wear a pure white wedding dress, who dares to add black elements in a white
wedding dress,”

“If done so, the wedding is bound to have a lot of bad luck,”

“And your black and white has obviously overshadowed your full red,”

“So your luck today is bound to be counteracted by this break,”



“And your luck happens to be in the business,”

“Which also means that your career is bound to suffer a disaster of extinction.”

Emily listened to Charlie, and the whole person got angry:

“You people are really dirtbags! What black and white with offensive,”

“You know this is Chanel’s high-end custom model!”

“Ordinary people with a lot of money cannot even buy it!”

Charlie laughed: “What high-end custom, I do not know much,”

“But I bet the person who designed this outfit does not know feng shui.”

Matthew also mocked: “Emily this body Chanel high-fashion models, I specifically got after
finding Chanel top designers personally,”

“And black and white color scheme is the most classic Chanel color scheme,”

“If you do not know anything, do not laugh here!

Emily sneered, looked at Claire, and sneered, “Claire,”

“You at least came to the Rhode Island School of Design master class,”

“How come you married such a man who is deceitful and full of lies? He is too unworthy of you!”

Claire heard Emily say this about Charlie, her heart was naturally a little angry,

So she did not answer Emily’s question, instead, she spoke with a serious face:

“Emily, my husband is very accurate in reading feng shui for others,”

“He has many prominent clients in the United States,”

“He definitely will not believe what he says.”

Matthew off to the side said, “Ms. Willson, people with distinguished status have a common
characteristic,”

“That is, a high IQ, how could they be deceived by such a clumsy deception of your husband?”



After saying that, he sighed and mocked,

“Rhode Island School of Design is the best design school in the world,”

“The master class here is even the elite of the elite,”

“I really don’t know how a charlatan like you, who talks out of his ass,”

“Got mixed up here, in your Chinese saying, that is a rat turd that ruins a pot of soup.”

As she was saying this, Emily suddenly looked toward the entrance,

And exclaimed with a horrified face, “Boss, Miss Joules …… Joules is here!”
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“Miss Joules?!” Matthew exclaimed, “How did Miss Joules get here?”

After saying that, he hurriedly turned his head to look at the entrance.

It didn’t matter what he saw, he saw the beautiful young Michaela, accompanied by Flint Yeager,
walking in!

In an instant, Matthew’s body trembled with excitement.

When the others saw Michaela, they were all speechless with shock, And deep inside they were
equally surprised and happy.

No one expected that the famous Michaela Joules would appear here.

Although this is the temple of top designers,
but the profession of designer, itself is equal to the service of rich people’s technicians.

Compared to a heavyweight big shot like Michaela, they are more like a group of Michelin
restaurant chefs, each of them is looking forward to a chance to personally cook a good meal
for a top client like Michaela on a regular basis.

However, with their rank, they were not qualified to serve her personally.

But who would have thought that today, such a group of chefs gathered, and Michaela, a top
tycoon, would also come to support.



This really makes them feel flattered!

And Charlie also did not expect Michaela, who was already the head of the Joules family, would
come to Providence personally without a greeting.

But in Charlie’s mind, Michaela came here especially to support his wife.

The moment Claire saw Michaela enter, she said to Matthew and Emily with a bit of gambling
and impulsiveness,“Don’t you guys believe that my husband has shown feng shui to many
people of high status?”

“To tell you the truth, this Miss Joules is one of my husband’s clients, if you don’t believe me,
you can ask her!”

On normal days, Claire rarely cared about other people’s comments.

But today, these two kept mocking Charlie, which indeed made her very dissatisfied in her heart.

She used to doubt that her husband would be cheating when he read feng shui for others.

However, as Charlie’s clients became more and more numerous, and their social status became
higher, she found that not only did Charlie not lie, but he had accumulated a very good
reputation in addition to money.

This made her heart, gradually accept the setting that Charlie is very good at reading feng shui.

So at a time like this, she naturally couldn’t stand the two people who kept blabbing about her
husband.

It just so happened that Michaela came, so she instinctively thought that Michaela could
completely give her husband proof,

So that these two people would know that her husband was not some shoddy liar, but a person
with real talent.

When Emily heard Claire’s words, she immediately held her arms and laughed in shame:

“Claire, do you know who Miss Joules is? The helm-holder of the trillion-dollar Joules family!”

“A trillion dollars! As long as she says a word,”

“Feng shui masters all over the world will flock to the door of her manor and fight for a chance to
see her,”



“Here you say she asked your husband to look at feng shui, you are bragging too much, right?”

“If your husband can read feng shui for Miss Joules, then I can even design the manor for Miss
Joules!”

Claire said with an expression of anger, “If you don’t believe me, you can ask Miss Joules.”

Emily’s face suddenly became very ugly, staring at Claire, gritting her teeth, and saying,

“Claire, Claire, I thought you were a simple person by nature,”

“But I never thought your heart would be so malicious!”

“It is not too much to say that you are a snake with a scorpion’s heart!”

Claire frowned and asked, “Emily, what do you mean by that?”

Emily coldly snorted: “Hey, don’t you just want to trap me?”

“Do you think I’m stupid? I really want to risk going to Miss Joules to ask the truth,”

“Miss Joules will certainly think that I am particularly abrupt, and even discontent with me,”

“Then you deny saying that just now, then even if I jump into a river to prove my innocence in
front of Miss Joules,”

“I can not be washed? I could get a bad impression in front of her, my career will be finished!”

“You still say you are not trying to harm me?”
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Claire was so angry with her that her eyes were flushed red,

She held back her anger and aggression and said word for word,

“Emily, you are nasty-minded to think that others want to harm you,”

“ Although I am not very capable, but I never did anything against my conscience, and never
said anything against my conscience!”

“Cut it……” Emily disdainfully brushed her mouth:



“Claire, I out of kindness wanted to lift you up, by joining us,”

“But I did not expect you to be this kind of inconsistent, two-faced woman, really too
disappointing!”

After saying that, she looked at Matthew and said delicately,

“Chairman, it’s all my fault for not being able to judge people,”

“I originally wanted to recommend Claire to you, but I didn’t expect her to be this kind of person
……”

Matthew at this time is more or less riding a tiger.

Emily originally is his adopted lover in the company,

Because she is obedient and understanding and will serve him well.

The most important thing is that she can clearly position herself, knows that she is just a
plaything of Matthew,

So she never clings to him, even though Matthew is ambiguous with other women, she is never
jealous.

Later, Emily found that Matthew was a little tired of her,

And he seems to have a fondness for Oriental women,

So she took the initiative to turn into a p!mp,

Not less to help him in matchmaking, so that he can meet and catch more women.

After all, as long as he keeps Emily’s found lover, it is the same as planting a seed,

This seed can be a constant source of more resources for her.

And the woman Emily plans to match up with Matthew this time is her classmate in the master
class, Claire Willson.

Regardless of appearance, figure and temperament,

Claire is one in a million. Emily felt ashamed when she saw her for the first time.



She took advantage of the opportunity of her daily class to secretly take a lot of photos of Claire,

And then sent these photos to Matthew. Matthew was shocked when he saw the photos,

Therefore, he planned to take advantage of this graduation ceremony to come over and get to
know Claire in person,

And then use his status in the design field to get Claire into his pocket step by step.

Although he knew that Claire was married, he didn’t care about it.

His wishful thinking was to keep her in his company under the conditions of a partner.

As long as this goal is achieved, he has plenty of opportunities to attack slowly.

Due to AECOM’s dominance in the industry, the identity of a partner is extremely valuable in the
entire design circle.

Young female designers dream of getting such an opportunity, so he firmly believes that Claire
will be moved.

However, he never expected that she was not at all interested in the conditions he gave.

Moreover, Claire was not only not interested,

But even approved of her husband who practiced Feng Shui, which made Matthew a little
depressed.

He felt that if he wanted to lure Claire into his company,

The first thing he had to do was to make her realize that her husband was an out-and-out liar.

So, he glanced at Emily, who was stirring up the flames, and said with a smile:

“Emily, don’t say that, I think Ms. Willson is sincere, and she will definitely not deceive you on
purpose.”

Then he glanced at Charlie and changed the subject and said with a smile,“Maybe Ms. Willson
is also a victim, and she didn’t know she was cheated.”

Emily heard that the boss didn’t want to give up on Claire, so she hurriedly smiled and said:

“Chairman, you are right! I also think that Claire must have been deceived!”



Matthew looked at Claire and said with a gentlemanly smile:

“Ms. Willson, the largest shareholder of our company is Chimelong Capital of Wall Street,”

“And Chimelong Capital is a specialized investment entity under the Joules Family,”

“In other words, the Joules family is actually the largest shareholder of our group.”

“Although Ms. Joules doesn’t know me, I believe that if I declare my family name,”

“I should be able to become friends with her. You just said that Miss Joules is your husband’s
client,”

“Although I don’t intend to question it, but to make sure that you are not cheated,”

“Ms. Willson, I can help you to verify it with Miss Joules.”
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Hearing this, Charlie snorted, waved his hand, and said,“Forget it. Forget it, Miss Joules is so
busy, so don’t bother her with such a trivial matter.”

Charlie deliberately refused, in fact, deliberately showing weakness to Matthew,

He knew this kind of person very well, as long as he felt that he won decidedly,

He dares to bet any chips, this move is called luring the enemy deep.

As predicted.

As soon as Matthew heard Charlie say forget it, he immediately got excited and said solemnly:

“Sir, Miss Joules is here now. If Miss Joules is really your client, you have to go and talk to her.”

“She said hello, right? And Miss Joules is one of my bosses,”

“It’s only natural for me to say hello to her,”

“So it’s not an interruption, so why don’t we go there together.”

Charlie waved his hand: “Forget it. If you want to say hello, you can go yourself, I won’t go.”

Charlie’s performance made Matthew even more convinced that Charlie was bluffing,



So he snorted and said: “If that’s the case, then I’ll go over and say hello to Miss Joules.”

After finishing speaking, he looked at Emily who was at the side, and said,

“Emily, you stay here with Ms. Willson and her husband.”

Emily immediately understood that the boss was telling her to keep an eye on Charlie and not
let him run away,

So she smiled and said, “Don’t worry, Chairman, I will definitely accompany them both.”

“Okay.” Matthew smiled proudly, then turned around and walked towards Michaela.

He walked quickly to Michaela, stretched out his hands from a long distance,

Made a gesture of wanting to shake hands, and said respectfully:

“Miss Joules! I didn’t expect you to come here! It’s really a surprise!”

Michaela originally wanted to see where Charlie and Claire were,

But unexpectedly a stranger rushed out, so she asked in surprise:

“Excuse me, who are you? Do we know each other?”

Matthew said hastily: “Miss Joules, I am Matthew Peterson, the chairman of AECOM.”

“Your Chimelong Capital is the largest shareholder of our company,”

“But you haven’t come to our company yet for inspection.”

Michaela frowned slightly at first, then remembered something, and said,

“I saw your company’s name in Chimelong Capital’s financial report,”

“It seems that your recent stock price trend is not bad?”

“I remember Chimelong Capital invested in yours, and there is still a floating profit.”

“Yes, yes!” Matthew nodded quickly and courteously:

“Your investment director has a very good vision. They were the lowest in our stock price in
September last year.”



“You came in and now the stock price has risen by nearly 30%!”

Michaela nodded slightly, and said politely: “The stock price has risen well and there is a high
probability that your business is doing well, and I hope you continue to work hard in the future.”

“That’s sure! We will announce a series of good news soon, and the stock price will definitely
rise again!”

Matthew said flatteringly, then glanced at Charlie’s back not far away,

And immediately deliberately smiled and said, “Oh, by the way, Miss Joules,”

“Just now a friend just mentioned that you are his client. Would you like to come over and have
a chat?”

“He said I was his client?”

Michaela asked curiously: “Who is it?”

Matthew immediately pointed to Charlie who was not far away, and said with a smile:

“That’s the gentleman, he said He is a Feng Shui master,”

“And he also said that you are one of his clients, Miss Joules, do you know him?”

Michaela saw Charlie’s back and immediately recognized him.

She was overjoyed at first, but then she couldn’t help but frowned and thought to herself:

“This Matthew’s tone of voice doesn’t seem quite right, what he said earlier is quite normal,”

“But why did he bother to ask in the end? He doesn’t know Mr. Wade?”

“Could it be that he suspects that Mr. Wade is lying?”
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Thinking of this, Michaela immediately guessed the matter, thinking:

“It seems that this guy probably doesn’t believe what Mr. Wade said,”

“So he borrowed chance and came to say hello to me,”



“And deliberately mentioned Mr. Wade, by the way, wanting me to expose him personally?”

At this point, Michaela couldn’t help but said to Matthew in surprise:

“I do have a cooperating Feng Shui master, but he went to another place some time ago,”

“So he probably wouldn’t appear here, and the back of that person doesn’t seem to be him.”

Matthew was pleasantly surprised when he heard this:

“Oh! That person is probably an imposter! Miss Joules, you don’t know,”

“He’s been bluffing under your name all the time. When I heard that even you were his client,”

“I almost signed a contract with him for a few million dollars a year.”

“It’s a great fortune to meet you here, otherwise I’m afraid I would have been deceived!”

Seeing Matthew’s upper body, Michaela snorted and said casually:

“The one who cooperated with me That feng shui master has a very high appearance fee,”

“If someone is not familiar with him, let alone a few million dollars a year,”

“Even if it is tens of millions of dollars a year, he will not take a second look.”

Matthew said with a smile: “It seems that the Feng Shui master you cooperated with is the real
master.”

The one here must be a counter Joule, Please Michaela go over and identify Charlie. But he
could not say it out loud.

The reason why he hesitated was that although he really wanted to do this in his heart,

He was afraid that Michaela would reject him if he said it out, making Michaela feel that he was
too small.

After all, Michaela is the head of the Joules family, and such a high-ranking person probably
wouldn’t care,

About an ordinary person bluffing and deceiving using her name.

Just like the technology industry, there are countless people bluffing and swindling under the
names of Bill Gates and Elon Musk.



The true and false depends on the people you meet.

They will not come out to clarify one by one or investigate one by one.

However, for Matthew, if he didn’t invite Michaela to come and identify him,

He couldn’t slap Charlie in the face in front of Claire.

You know this is a good opportunity. Once Claire sees through her husband’s hypocrisy, it is
easy to invite her to join her company.

Michaela, who was extremely intelligent, could tell at a glance what Matthew was struggling
with,

So she said with a smile: “Mr. Peterson, there are many liars and I don’t care about such
things,”

“If someone is trying to trick you in my presence and I do not come to clarify it here, it’s really
unreasonable.”

Matthew’s mouth almost grinned to the back of his ears in excitement.

Excited in his heart, he thought to himself: “Hey, what else do I want!”

Thinking of this, he respectfully said to Michaela: “Miss Joules, you really have a sense of
responsibility!”

After that, he hurriedly made a gesture of invitation, and said, “Miss Joules, this way please!”

Michaela smiled without saying a word, nodded slightly, and followed him toward Charlie and
Claire.

The two walked in the direction of Claire.

Seeing Michaela coming over, Emily didn’t know where to put her excited hands.

Before meeting Michaela, the most valuable person she had ever met in her life was probably
the chairman.

He owns 10% of the company’s shares and is worth more than one billion US dollars.

But what is Michaela’s identity? The financial empire under her command has assets exceeding
one trillion yuan.



In front of her, Matthew is simply a poor household that cannot afford enough food and clothing.

The gap between them is worlds apart.

Seeing such a high-ranking and powerful person, Emily’s snobbish eyes naturally felt 10,000
excitements in her heart,

And she also thought of 10,000 possibilities in her heart to make friends with Michaela and then
reach the pinnacle of life.

At this time, Claire also saw Michaela walking over quickly.

Thinking of Michaela’s real identity and the past when she used Zhan Joules’er’s identity to be
friends with him,

Claire felt somewhat embarrassed, not knowing how to face Michaela now.

On the other hand, Charlie remained calm all the time and didn’t even turn his head to take a
look.
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Charlie had heard clearly the conversation between Michaela and Matthew just now,

And he just couldn’t help sighing in his heart at this moment, Michaela, a girl, is indeed very
smart and close to a monster, but she just passed through the horse. Peterson, with a little bit of
ulterior thought,

Was able to replay the whole thing in his mind and figure it out. This kind of analytical ability is
really amazing.

What makes Charlie even more interesting is that Michaela’s channel is surprisingly consistent
with his own.

The reason why he lured the enemy deep was to push Matthew into a desperate situation,

But Michaela had accurately detected his intention and made absolute cooperation.

This tacit understanding really made Charlie sigh.

However, Charlie’s performance of not looking back, in Emily’s view,

Is absolute evidence of guilt, and she also believes more and more firmly that Charlie definitely
doesn’t know Michaela.



As a result, the smile on her face grew stronger, just waiting to see the jokes between Charlie
and Claire.

At this time, Matthew had already graciously led Michaela all the way to the front of the three of
them.

Before Matthew could speak, Emily stretched out her hands to Michaela nervously and
excitedly,

And said in a trembling voice, “Joules… Miss Joules… I… I’m… I’m sorry I’m a little nervous…
…”

Matthew saw that Emily couldn’t speak well when she was nervous, so he quickly introduced:

“Miss Joules, this lady is Emily Wang, a very outstanding young talent of our company,”

“A student of this master class, and was just promoted to our senior partner…”

Michaela nodded and shook Emily’s hand politely.

At this time, Matthew looked at Charlie with a face full of complacency, and said with a smile:

“Sir, I have invited Miss Joules here! Miss Joules, this gentleman said that you are his client, I
don’t know if you know him?”

After that, he looked at Charlie with a smile, as if he was waiting for Charlie’s lies to be exposed.

Michaela looked at Charlie, her eyes widened pretending to be surprised,

Then she bowed slightly, and said with surprise and respect, “Master Wade! Why are you here!”

As soon as Michaela said this, Matthew and Emily stood there stunned as if struck by lightning.

The two were still waiting to see Charlie being exposed by Michaela, but unexpectedly,

Michaela bowed to him respectfully and called him Master Wade!

Matthew broke out in cold sweat almost instantly and drenched his entire back in an instant.

He couldn’t help looking at Emily blankly. Apart from shock, there was also questioning in his
eyes.

Because he really couldn’t figure out what was going on.



Could it be that Claire’s husband is really a Feng Shui master?!

Emily was also trembling with fright!

In her eyes, Michaela was as unattainable as a god, but who would have thought that Claire’s
husband could make Michaela get respectful to him?

This… Isn’t this stabbing the trouble into the sky?!

Just when the two of them were terrified and didn’t know what to do,

Charlie looked at Michaela and said with a smile: “I will definitely come to support my wife’s
graduation ceremony.”

“Why is Miss Joules coming here, I am surprised?”

Michaela hurriedly said: “Master Wade, I also heard about Claire’s graduation ceremony today,
so I wanted to come over to congratulate her.”

“?!” Both Matthew and Emily turned pale with fright!

Matthew even tremblingly in his heart: “This…is this fcking nonsense?!”

“The famous Michaela Joules claimed to be inferior in front of a Feng Shui master?!”

And Emily was thinking in her heart: “My God… Michaela came to Rhode Island School of
Design on a special trip to attend Claire’s graduation ceremony…”

“What is the origin of Claire’s husband…”

Peterson asked Michaela subconsciously: “Miss Joules, you…do you know him?”

Michaela nodded, and said calmly: “This is Master Wade,”

“I could become the head of the Joules family, thanks to Master Wade’s help.”

“This…” Matthew was even more terrified. He quickly wiped the cold sweat off his forehead,
looked at Charlie,

And said with an apologetic smile, “So it’s Master Wade! It’s a great honor to know you!”

Charlie made an eyebrow: “Just now you said I was a liar,”



“Now lucky to be a three-year-old. Mr. Peterson seems to be a little fickle.”

Matthew’s scalp was numb from fright, and he waved his hands quickly:

“No, no, I treated you well, I don’t have any doubts!”

After that, he quickly pointed to Emily who was in a panic, and blurted out:

“It’s Emily who has blind eyes and has been questioning your identity. I was also led astray by
her …”
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Emily was so frightened that her heart rate rose rapidly.

She didn’t expect that the boss would throw the blame on her at this time.

Just as she was about to explain, she suddenly saw Matthew winking wildly at her,

So she could only say in panic, “I’m sorry, Mr. Wade,”

“It’s all my fault. It’s my blindness. Please forgive me…”

Seeing that Matthew asked Emily to come out to top the bag,

Charlie was not surprised at all, so he said,

“I usually don’t like to haggle over every detail with others.”

Matthew and Emily heard this, they thought he will not pursue this and their expression instantly
relaxed a lot.

However, Charlie changed the subject and said coldly: “But today is an exception!”

The two of them trembled in fright when they heard this.

Charlie looked at Matthew, and said calmly: “Mr. Peterson, I’ll talk to you about the two of us
later.”

After speaking, he looked at Emily again, and said with a slight smile,

“Miss Wang, it’s fine if you question me, and even get sarcastic to my wife,”

“Even saying that she has a vicious mind and a vicious heart,”



“No matter how good-tempered I am, I can’t bear you humiliating my wife.”

Emily’s face was pale, and she hurriedly explained:

“Mr. Wade… I… I just said something wrong on impulse…”

“You… I didn’t mean it…”

After finishing speaking, she hurriedly looked at Claire and begged:

“Claire, please forgive me this time for the sake of my innocence…”

Before Claire could speak, Michaela who was beside him took the lead and said,

“Ms. Wang, she is my good friend, and Mr. Wade is kinder to me,”

“How dare you speak rudely to them!”

“Even if Mr. Wade and Claire forgive you today, I will not forgive you.”

After finishing, Michaela looked at Emily, she said coldly:

“In my opinion, people like you should not stay in the design industry!”

“I will make a suggestion to the International Federation of Designers to completely ban you
from the industry!”

Emily almost fainted when she heard this.

She was just promoted to the senior partner of the company today,

And her future was bright. If Michaela really wanted to kill her career,

It would be impossible for any well-known design company in the world to hire her again,

And they would not be able to hire her again.

It was impossible to cooperate with Emily at the risk of offending Michaela.

The design industry itself is a service industry. If you want to achieve a certain height in the
design field,

You must serve high-end customers. Once you lose high-end customers,



You will immediately become the bottom of the design industry.

To be honest, if there are high-end clients, then any luxury house design is a big project worth
millions,

Or even tens of millions of dollars.

I am afraid it is difficult to accept the design of an ordinary residence of 200 square meters for
the public, if there is a high-end Party, the design projects undertaken are often large shopping
malls,

Landmark buildings, or even stadium management for major events,

But once lost Without the high-end Party, even if you want to take over the design of an ordinary
residential area,

It will be as difficult as climbing the sky.

What’s more, Emily knows her own situation very well.

She doesn’t have any outstanding design talent at all.

She could climb to today’s heights only by selling her b0dy.

If she is really banned by high-end customers,

If she even goes to a small design company or set up her own studio, it will be difficult to make
any money.

Originally, Emily could get an annual salary of several million dollars a year,

But once she was really blocked and couldn’t get along in the design industry,

It was impossible for her to have a place in other high-end industries.

It is difficult for her even to earn tens of thousands of dollars a year!

The huge gap made her extremely regretful, so she knelt down in front of Charlie and Michaela
without thinking,

Choked up and said: “Mr. Wade, Miss Joules, please forgive me for the sake of my lack of
knowledge.”



“This time… I finally made it this far step by step, if you block me, I will have nothing…”

Michaela glanced at her, then turned to look at Matthew at the side,

Asked him with great interest: “Mr. Peterson, you, the chairman,”“Should you be responsible for
letting such an employee become a senior partner of your company?”

Mathew was Afraid he will be implicated too, he quickly expressed his attitude and said:

“Miss Joules, the old saying goes you know people, you know their faces,”

“But you don’t know their hearts. As a director, there is an unshirkable responsibility…”

“Don’t worry, I will immediately call the company’s human resources director,”

“And go through the resignation procedures for Emily, and I will never hire her in the future!”

Who would have expected Emily to count on Matthew? And she gave him a hand, But she didn’t
expect this guy to sell her at a critical moment!

So, she immediately became furious and cursed hysterically,“Peterson! You bastard! I did all this
for you,”

“And you dare to make trouble at this time, are you still a fcuking human?!”
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Matthew just for self-preservation subconsciously dumped the pot on Emily but he did not
expect, in a moment Emily will be completely angered.

He always thought that she obeyed him because he was a handsome, and a successful
forty-year-old man with extraordinary charm for women so that Emily was completely
subservient to him and at the critical moment to take her out to cover his future ,she certainly will
not have any dissatisfaction.

However, he completely overestimated his so-called charm.

For Emily, money is the real source of charm.

As long as there is enough money, even if she is allowed to face a ninety-year-old man,

She will also behave addicted to him, unable to extricate herself.



However, if there is no money, even if the other party is handsome as Tom Cruise, she will still
not look at him.

Just now Michaela said she will block her in the design industry,

This will already cut off her financial road,

Did not expect Matthew also fell into the well, and this instant let her anger.

Matthew also saw that Emily seemed to have lost her mind,

And hurriedly winked at Emily: “Emily, in front of Miss Joules, you’d better not talk nonsense!”

“I advise you to leave here now and go to the company tomorrow to see the human resources
director,”

“Who will give you a certain amount of compensation for your dismissal according to the
process.”

Matthew did not dare to say the words too frankly,

The reason why he winked at Emily,

And at the same time said that the company will follow the process to give dismissal
compensation,

In fact, is to tell her and let her now honestly put the pot on the back, tomorrow he will not treat
her badly.

However, Emily is full of anger at this time by Matthew,

Listening to Matthew talk about termination compensation,

She is even angrier, because according to the company’s rules,

She is only three or four years into the staff,

The most compensation for leaving the job is half a year’s salary.

Moreover, although Matthew had confirmed that she would be promoted to senior partner,

According to the company’s regulations,

There was still a three-month inspection period for senior partners,



And only after the inspection period is over she can successfully pass the debriefing,

She could officially get all the benefits of a senior partner.

This means that if she is fired now, the company only needs to pay her half-year salary and all
according to her previous salary standard, which is only $200,000 to $300,000!

When she thought that Matthew was going to use $200,000 to $300,000 to send her off,

Emily was even more furious and trembling, she looked at Michaela and said out of the blue:

“Miss Joules, the reason why all this happened today is that this son of a b!tch had his eyes on
Claire!”

“He asked me to find a way to introduce Claire to him,”

“And to find an opportunity to attract Claire to join the company,”

“So that he could get hit on her!”

Emily’s words immediately made Matthew scared out of his mind,

And he couldn’t help but immediately raise his hand and slap her, cursing:

“Emily, what is your intention in slandering me here?”

“I met Ms. Willson for the first time today,”

“So how could I possibly have ill intentions towards her like you said?”

“You are clearly slandering!”

Emily covered her face and cursed angrily, holding back the pain:

“I’m slandering? You think I don’t have proof?”

Saying that she immediately took out her cell phone,

Fished out her chat records with Matthew, found many photos of Claire,

And said to Charlie and Michaela: “Mr. Wade, Miss Joules, look at the time these photos were
sent,”



“The earliest one is almost a month ago, at that time I just met Claire in the master class,”

“And Matthew also made a move on Claire at that time.”

“At that time, he had his heart set on Claire!”

Matthew said nervously, “You sent me all these photos,”

“How can you say that I had my heart set on Ms. Willson!”

Emily said coldly, “Don’t admit it, right? Here are the chat records,”

“So you can show Mr. Wade and Ms. Joules how you replied to me!”

After that, she looked at Michaela and angrily blurted out,

“Miss Joules, you must not let this beast go,”

“He just had an inappropriate s3xual relationship with at least seven female employees,”

“Including me within the company, and that’s not the most terrible thing!”

“What’s scary is that this son of a b!tch also preyed on his 13-year-old adopted daughter!”

“And he also took a lot of indecent videos on his phone!”

Matthew heard this, the whole person got terrified to the extreme,

He subconsciously questioned: “You …… how do you know?!”

Emily sneered: “Your phone password I had quietly noted down long ago,”

“Every time you stayed overnight in my apartment,”

“I would add some sleeping pills to your red wine,”

“And then while you were asleep, secretly looked up at the various contents of your phone,”

“Including your chat records with others, email correspondence,”

“As well as your photos and videos are hidden in the phone!”
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Matthew furiously cursed: “You …… you are really despicable and shameless!”

Emily’s mouth wiped over a smile, sneering:

“What? You think I was played by you for these years,”

“Will I not leave some backhand for yourself?”

“Let me tell you, I not only have those nasty videos of you,”

“But also evidence of your collusion with others and embezzlement of corporate assets!”

“You took the lead in acquiring an ai mapping company in the first half of the year,”

“Costing the company half a billion dollars, but that company is simply an empty shell,”

“And this ai mapping technology is also a completely immature product that is not commercially
available at all,”

“And at least half of the half a billion dollars you spent on acquiring it went into your pocket
through various means!”

“Don’t worry, I’ll take this evidence out today!”

“You’ll be stuck in jail for the rest of your life!”

When Matthew heard this, he shook like chaff and said,

“Emily, I can give you as much money as you want, but if you destroy me, you won’t get
anything!”

Emily sneered, “Fine, give me $100 million, as long as the money arrives,”

“From now on you go your way, we will never cross a bridge,”

“The big deal is that I will retire early, no longer staying in the design circle in this life!”

Matthew agreed almost without thinking and said,

“No problem! Just $100 million!”

At the side, Michaela smiled with a subtle expression at this time and spoke,



“Mr. Peterson, this hundred million dollars, I advise you not to give it out, there is no point.”

When Emily heard this, she blurted out,

“He has to give me this money no matter what he says!”

“If he doesn’t give it, then I’ll hand over all the evidence to the police!”

Michaela looked at Emily and laughed lightly,

“Don’t daydream here, not to mention 100 million dollars, even if it’s one dollar, he can’t give it to
you.”

Emily subconsciously questioned, “On what grounds?”

“If he doesn’t give it to me, I’ll put him in jail!”

Matthew looked at Michaela in panic and explained palely,

“Don’t misunderstand, Miss Joules, I didn’t do any of the things Emily said,”

“I promised to give her the money, as I just don’t want her to ruin my reputation outside ……”

Michaela laughed at his pale defense and said lightly,

“Mr. Peterson you should not forget that the Joules family is the largest shareholder in your
company,”

“You use the position of chairman to enrich yourself, this is embezzlement,”

“And also suspected of money laundering, the violation, is the interests of all shareholders of
your company,”

“Including the Joules family! And I, as the head of the Joules family, have the right to ask the
FBI,”

“To step in and conduct a thorough investigation into that takeover,”

“So whether Emily has evidence or not, it’s meaningless to you because,”

“The FBI will definitely find the person in charge of the acquired company as well and find out
what’s going on!”

“In addition, there is the behavior of you and minors, whether Emily has no evidence,”



“I have the obligation to report to the FBI so that the investigation can clear it,”

“Even if the two of you now try to delete the information in the phone,”

“They also have a way to restore, once it is proven that the matter is true,”

“Then the rest of your life may really have to be in prison!”

Matthew heard these words, his eyes were black, and almost fainted,

Then he kneeled down in front of Michaela without thinking, choked, and said:

“Miss Joules, I am the chairman of the company, if I am arrested by the FBI,”

“The company’s stock price will definitely plummet, then the Joules family’s investment will also
be damaged,”

“Please, for this sake, please give me a chance,”

“You do not want to see the two or three billion dollars invested by the Joules family going in
damages ……”

Michaela said coldly: “The chairman of the Board of Directors broke the scandal,”

“A short period of time will indeed affect the share price, but your company’s business roots,”

“Not in you alone, so as long as the impact of the scandal gradually disappear,”

“The company’s share price will certainly rise back.”

After a pause, Michaela continued, “And the Joules family has plenty of money,”

“Also has plenty of time and patience, when the time comes,”

“It can completely take advantage of the plunge in share prices during this period,”

“So those shareholders who do not have so much time and patience,”

“We can try to acquire more shares, and when the Joules family gets the majority of the board of
directors voting rights,”

“They can appoint a new chairman to take over your company, in that case,”



“When the share price rises back, the Joules family will not only achieve control of your
company,”

“But also take the opportunity to make a big profit.”

“So, if you are arrested by the FBI, for the Joules family,”

“Not only is it not a loss, but it is a good opportunity to take a bottom!”

Speaking of which, Michaela remembered something and continued, “Oh yes, although you
have 10% of the company’s shares,”

“But due to your encroachment on the company’s assets, resulting in a direct loss of $500
million,”

“Indirect losses may hit a billion dollars or more,”

“In this matter, the company will certainly sue for compensation;”

“And the court will definitely seize your illegal income of 200-300 million,”

“Providing all the compensation to the company, but even so, you will still owe the company a
hole of several hundred million dollars,”

“This hole, the court will definitely require you to use your personal assets to make up for it,”

“So that you have to take out the illegal income, but also to pay at least several hundred million
dollars in additional losses,”

“You have to believe the Joules family’s legal team, they will definitely do their best to get this
amount to the maximum.”

Matthew already felt that the sky was spinning, never thought that Michaela would want to kill
him like that.

Without giving him a respite she continued: “The court will force you to sell your shares to pay
for the damages and penalties,”

“If you don’t have enough cash to pay for them, and I don’t think it will take longer to get to this
point.”

“In this way, the 10% of your shares will be auctioned off by the Joules family at the lowest
price,”



“And the funds from the share auction, after paying the compensation and fines, I’m afraid not
much will be left.”

Saying that Michaela added: “Oh yes, there is also the matter of you and minors,”

“Once this matter is confirmed, whether the other party is voluntary or not, you are legally
responsible,”

“If the other party’s lawyers seize this opportunity to knock you hard,”

“You have to come up with at least another tens of millions of dollars in compensation,”

“In this way, you may really have nothing left!”

Chapter 5057
Matthew did not expect that the young, smiling nightmare Michaela would want to totally
exterminate him!

However, in the next second, he figured out the reason for it.

The misappropriation of office funds has always been the most disgusting thing for the
shareholders of large corporate groups.

Even if the shareholders hold a lot of shares,

But generally do not directly intervene in the operation of the enterprise,

The operation of the enterprise is generally also handed over to the founder of the shares who
have a small percentage to bear.

In this world, many well-known large enterprises are basically the same.

Originally, if the company has a net profit of $500 million,

Then after setting aside next year’s budget, the rest of the money if they want to take out Is
given to all shareholders in the form of a dividend, according to the proportional share of the
holder.

But Matthew, as the founder of the company, said it was in a developing phase.

So without dividing any dividend, he continued to finance it from the profits.

In this way, he was able to take the company to a market value of ten billion dollars.



However, Matthew himself is only left with 10% of the shares,

If the 500 million dollars are used for dividends,

He can only get 50 million of them, and out of these 50 million, he will have to give them out to
the IRS, nearly half of it.

It is precisely because of this, he has done the rat race,

Five hundred million dollars is not divided, directly to engage in investment,

In this said investment, in fact, is money laundering,

Five hundred million dollars thrown out, at least three hundred million dollars back into his own
pocket,

Compared to honestly giving all shareholders dividends, this way to get more money and faster.

For a generally large listed group, every year there are a large number of acquisitions,

Mergers and acquisitions cases, and who can guarantee that every acquisition can make
money?

Some projects are also likely to hit the water.

Matthew, based on this point, only single-handedly planned the acquisitions.

But he never expected that Emily, who usually obeys his words and even has some taste of
slavery,

Had so much evidence of him and uttered that in front of Michaela without any break.

In this way, if you take away the 500 million dollars,

You are directly taking away the money that should have been distributed to the Joules family,

How can Michaela, who has reached the position of the Joules family head, spare him?

And, what’s worse, Emily also exposed the nasty things between himself and his adopted
daughter,

Once this matter is reported to the FBI, he will certainly have to sit through the bottom of the jail!

A thought to this, Matthew almost immediately made up his mind,



No matter what he has to reconcile with Michaela.

So he looked at her and begged: “Miss Joules, as long as you are willing to let me go,”

“I am willing to transfer all my shares to the Joules family at a 50% discount on the market
price,”

“Which will not only allow the Joules family to profit hundreds of millions of dollars,”

“But also help the Joules family to strengthen their control over the entire company,”

“Which is already far beyond the damage I have done to the Joules family earnings,”

“This is an absolutely very sincere effort from my side……”

Michaela smiled faintly: “Do you think your hundreds of millions of dollars have any value in my
eyes?”

“To the Joules family, money is far less important than reputation,”

“If the Joules family harbors a beast of clothing like you for a few hundred million dollars,”

“Then would Patrick Joules have died in vain?”

Chapter 5058

Matthew’s heart instantly thumped.

Only then did he remember Patrick’s incident which had been making a lot of noise before.

In order to compensate the families of the victims injured by Patrick,]

The Joules family took out more than one billion dollars before and after.

Michaela had only managed to save the day and help the Joules family regain its reputation,

So how could she let herself go for the sake of his shares?

Thinking about this, he already recognized the situation in his mind and thought:

“I have to run away, the sooner the better! Better to leave the United States tonight!”



After making up his mind, he slowly stood up, he said with a contrite face:

“Please don’t worry, Miss Joules, I will go to the police tonight to turn myself in,”

“I should bear the responsibility, I will never escape!”

After saying that, he turned around and ran outside while Michaela was not paying attention.

His driver was outside, his private plane was at the airport,

As long as he could get out of this auditorium door, he would be able to get to the airport in half
an hour.

As long as he could get on the plane, he would definitely be able to leave the U.S. tonight,

And as long as he could leave the U.S., he would be able to keep most of his assets while
preserving his personal freedom.

If can’t get on the plane, then his assets and freedom, both will be gone!

Matthew suddenly feet to escape, Michaela also did not react for a while,

Just when Matthew thought he would be able to escape, he suddenly felt his body instantly get
stagnant,

The whole person was instantly strangled neck, could not move.

He subconsciously looked back and found that it was Charlie who reached out and grabbed his
collar.

Charlie said with a smile on his face: “Mr. Peterson, where are you going in such a hurry?”

Matthew hastily put on a strong calm and said,

“Mr. Wade, I just said, to go to the police to surrender ……”

Charlie nodded and said with a smile, “It’s good that you are willing to turn yourself in,”

“But there is no need to go there in person, and this kind of crime by the elite class of society,”

“It’s usually not the turn of the police to deal with it, it’s the FBI itself, So why not just let Miss
Joules contact the FBI and let them come here to pick you up.”



Once Matthew heard this, the whole person was suddenly paralyzed with fear,

He struggled to break free from Charlie’s hand, but naive Charlie’s hand remained motionless.

Michaela called Flint Yeager over at this time and instructed,

“Master Yeager, notify the head of the FBI and have them send the closest agent over.”

“Okay, Miss.” Flint Yeager immediately nodded, took out his cell phone, and made a call.

Matthew’s body has been unable to support,

The whole person like mud spread on the ground, eyes full of desperation pleaded:

“Miss Joules, please let me live, do not drive to kill ……”

“I have worked so hard for so many years to get to today, you can not destroy me like that!”

Michaela said in an icy tone: “Not I want to destroy you, it is you who destroyed yourself.”

Matthew said, “Miss Joules if I can’t, I will transfer all my shares to the Joules family
unconditionally!”

Michaela smiled blandly and said, “Did you forget what I said?”

“Your shares will have to wait for a low-price auction and be used to compensate for the
company’s losses.”

“As for whether there will eventually be any surplus and how much will be left,”

“You will need to wait slowly in prison.”

As he spoke, Flint Yeager had already walked back from outside.

He came in front of Michaela and said respectfully,“Miss, the head of the FBI has been called,
they take it very seriously and have dispatched several senior agents from the FBI base in
Providence,”

“They are in a helicopter and will be here in ten minutes.”

Chapter 5059

In the United States, the influence of the Joules family, although not talking about the highest,



But is definitely one of the most influential few families, to such a family, the head of the FBI
always has to ensure a 7×24 response, any situation will be fully resolved.

So, Flint Yeager made a phone call and the other party immediately responded.

Matthew heard this, the whole person has completely collapsed.

Sitting on the ground bawling, a time triggered a lot of people’s curiosity and concern.

At this time, Matthew, inwardly felt like the end of the world thinking back to ten minutes ago
their own vigorous look but now immediately to be nothing or even go to jail, Matthew would like
to die here.

Emily also sat down in despair to cover her face and cried,

She knew that Michaela let the FBI intervene in this matter, Matthew in their hands,

They lost the value of cash, and they not only have to lose their jobs,

But they also lost the last trump card to get rich, and they will become completely useless.

Michaela did not want to entangle with these two at this time, so he said to Charlie:

“Master Wade, leave this to Master Yeager, let’s go inside and find a quiet place to sit for a
while, what do you think?”

Charlie nodded slightly since Michaela had already notified the FBI,

With the FBI’s ability, plus Michaela’s influence, Matthew would not be able to escape the law,

So he did not bother to look at these two people,

So he looked at Flint Yeager and said politely, “Then it will be hard for Master Yeager.”

Flint Yeager bowed respectfully and said, “You’re welcome, Master Wade, this is all my duty.”

Michaela explained to Flint Yeager: “Master Yeager, keep an eye on this Matthew and make
sure to hand him over to the FBI yourself.”

Claire at this time looked at that Emily, wanted to say something,

But hesitated for a while, and finally did not speak.



Charlie took Claire’s performance in his eyes and knew that she seemed to have compassion
for Emily.

However, he saw that Claire finally did not say anything, so he also pretended that he did not
see it.

The three arrived at the banquet hall, Michaela instantly attracted the attention of countless
people,

So the three simply found a corner where no one was temporarily seated.

After sitting down beside Charlie and Claire, Michaela can not help but feels somewhat
ashamed to say:

“Claire …… congratulations on the successful completion……”

“For the previous matter I am really sorry, I really had a lot of inconveniences to say I hope you
can understand ……”

Claire’s heart, although there are some bumps on the matter of Michaela using a false identity to
befriend her,

But she is actually able to understand her.

Although she did not know what Michaela had actually gone through,

She knew that this kind of luxurious noble family must also have many hardships that could not
be told to outsiders.

She felt that although Michaela used a false name at that time,

She had not done anything to hurt her, on the contrary,

She gave her orders for decoration and even helped her to get a place in the master class,

In the end, she owed her a lot of favors.

Therefore, Claire also said very politely at this time:

“Miss Joules, we are friends, you say so is too foreign,”

“Many things I am not clear about the reasons, but I understand.”

Hearing Claire say so, Michaela’s expression instantly relaxed, and said,



“You are right, Claire! If you have time someday,”

“I will definitely have a good chat with you and tell you how it really happened in the first place
……”

Claire said with a smile, “I have time, a little while after the closing ceremony,”

“We two go to the hotel bar for a chat, let Charlie go back to the room.”

Michaela nodded without thinking and smiled, “Okay! Then it’s a deal!”

Charlie saw that the two seemed to have cleared up their previous misunderstanding,

And he couldn’t help but feel a little relieved in his heart.

Chapter 5060

Claire is not good at socializing much, has not had many sincere friends and Michaela went to
China with an alias and Claire sincerely treated her as a good friend.

But then her best friend suddenly left without saying goodbye and evaporated,

She has been apprehensive about it, fearing that Michaela had some kind of accident.

It was only later that Michaela suddenly appeared on the world’s media as the head of the
Joules family,

Then Claire realized that the person she thought was her best friend hadn’t even told herself her
true identity.

Since that day, Charlie could tell that Claire was a bit lost.

However, right now, the two of them are considered to have signs of reconciliation,

If giving them both a little time and let Michaela tell Claire about her crisis situation at that time,

Then Claire will be able to completely eliminate all her negative emotions.

Moreover, Charlie was not worried that Michaela would say the wrong thing or slip her mouth,

And subsequently, give away key information about him.



After all, he had hardly ever seen a smarter girl than Michaela,

She must be able to explain this matter to Claire very truthfully,

And perfectly while limiting her role to the feng shui master to a dead end.

Now for Charlie, as long as in front of his wife, can still limit herself to the feng shui master,

Then he is not afraid of anything.

Even if the patriarch of a top family like Michaela is respectful of him, he can explain it.

After all, when Michaela was nearly chased by her uncle,

It was he who helped her adjust her feng shui and read her fortune to ask for directions,

Which helped her fight back and take back the Joules family’s family headship.

With this premise, even if Michaela is respectful to him, everything can have a reasonable
explanation.

A few minutes later. The FBI helicopter landed in the square outside the auditorium,

And several FBI agents, wearing sunglasses, hurriedly ran into the scene and brought out
Matthew, who was under Flint Yeager’s guard.

Matthew had completely given up resistance and was paralyzed as he was put in the helicopter
by two agents.

Countless people were shocked to see him taken away by the FBI and at the same time,

They couldn’t help but whisper, trying to figure out why this bigwig of the design world was
suddenly taken away by the FBI.

Flint Yeager watched the helicopter take off before returning to the venue to give his report to
Michaela.

Michaela smiled faintly after hearing this and said to Claire,

“Claire, when I hold the holding of AECOM, if you are interested, I will ask you to be the
president of AECOM.”

Claire waved her hand in frightened practice,



“I don’t have this level, I’d better run my small company back home properly ……”

Michaela seriously said, “There is no hurry,”

“I will keep this position for you when the time comes, you can come over anytime if you are
interested.”

……

Meanwhile.

On the other side of the earth, in Eastcliff.

A girl of seventeen or eighteen years old, slim and tall,

With a face as pure as water, was walking fast in a traditional Eastcliff alley.

At this moment, Eastcliff is in the early morning, and according to reason, should be the most
lively, the most smoky time in the alley.

But this deep alley seems unusually cold, with no stores and vendors selling breakfast, not even
a pedestrian.

The girl walked toward the deepest part of the alley,

And at the end of the alley was a very grand five-roomed, three-bay door.

The so-called five rooms and three doors are the specifications of the Prince’s residence in
feudal society.

The innermost mansion was the residence of a prince in the Qing Dynasty.

These doors are about three or four meters high, the door is full of brass door nails, imposing
and extraordinary.

And the door on both sides of the huge stone lion is also carved with awe-inspiring prominence.

When the girl walked to two-thirds, suddenly from nowhere, two middle-aged men in civilian
clothes emerged.

These two middle-aged men are sturdy and resolute in expression, And at a glance, they know
that they are not ordinary people.



They stopped the girl, and one of them said, “Little girl, this is a private residence, don’t go any
further.”

The girl was stopped by two strong men, but she was not afraid at all, she said lightly:

“Please tell Mr. Jia, just say that Maria Lin is here and needs to see him.”


